






I was particularly interested in the Seven because I had been told that it was capable of working with my Allaerts MC2 Finish. This 
is a seriously good cartridge but something of a prima donna. Among its quirky attributes is being a moving coil with an ungener-
ously stated 0.2 mV output (though some believe it to be even lower) that wants to be loaded pretty exactly at 845 ohms. Which 
means a lot of transformers don’t work well with it and Jan Allaerts doesn’t really seem too enthusiastic about using transformers or 
valves with his cartridges. But if you’re a valve aficionado, you hanker. Enter the Seven. Graham sent me one with the correct load 
and I was in business.

While it’s been in residence, I’ve had several phonostages here but the comparison with my Tom Evans Groove Plus was the main 
issue. This latest iteration of the Groove Plus (with Lithos 7 regulation) is the most revealing phonostage I’ve come across. It picks 
up details with an uncanny sense of ‘thereness’. It also has a weird ability to make you feel like you’re surrounded by the music, 
almost inside it. Plectrum strokes are stunningly real. A guitar note will take shape in space in front of the speakers with a body and 
harmonic envelope that is just simply outrageous. Tonally it belongs to the cool end of the spectrum and its surreal transparency is 
coupled with an almost spectral presentation, which can be unforgiving with some cartridges. It’s pretty much the polar opposite of 
the traditional warm, blousy valve phonostage and I do prefer its sound coupled with valve pre and power rather than solid state. 
The Seven sits in the middle, being neither





detail and it’s not that the tonal color is significantly less, its just a bit less ‘various’. The spray of reverberations on a high hat really 
is room filling with the G+, while the Tron seems to have a wider soundstage in all and each instrument takes up more space and 
you kind of loose yourself in it but you don’t quite get as ‘live’ a sensation from the hat itself. Overall, the G+ sounds live and the 
Tron enveloping. The soundstage probably isn’t bigger but it seems to take over the whole room in a strange way. Maybe each 
instrument is a little bit less focussed or beamy so the energy patterns are spreading out more widely.


